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Abstract 
Historically, Intermediate Distribution Frames (IDF) in wired Ethernet environments pose an 

operational challenge, as the staff involvement required for Moves / Adds / Changes (MAC) 

increases across time as the complexity of the cabling tangle increases.  Further, cabling tangle 

increases Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) when components in Ethernet switches fail, ballooning 

a process which can take minutes early in the lifetime of the IDF to a process requiring days once 

an IDF has been in operation for years.  Similarly, cabling tangle increases the labor and 

downtime costs of equipment upgrades.  In this paper, I examine design approaches which keep 

MAC, MTTR, and upgrade costs constant across time. 

 

The Problem 
Commonly, the cost of Moves / Adds / Changes in Intermediate Distribution Frames increases 

across time, as the original installation starts off organized: 

 
Figure 1:  Neat Cabling 

and, as exposed to MAC, heads toward the usual cabling chaos1: 

                                                 
1 A larger scale version of this problem:  http://motherboard.vice.com/read/cern-engineers-have-to-identify-and-

disconnect-9000-obsolete-cables 

http://motherboard.vice.com/read/cern-engineers-have-to-identify-and-disconnect-9000-obsolete-cables
http://motherboard.vice.com/read/cern-engineers-have-to-identify-and-disconnect-9000-obsolete-cables
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Figure 2: Typical Cabling 

Not only does the cost in terms of staff time for MAC work increase but the cost of electronics 

replacement increases -- replacing a failed power supply, fan, or line card, much less an entire 

chassis, becomes challenging in small deployments (a multi-hour process) or prohibitive in dense 

deployments:  replacing a component in the Ethernet electronics can become a multi-day affair, 

as the cabling tangle must be painstakingly documented and then removed before component 

replacement can even begin.  Typically, cable restoration results in further downtime for specific 

end-stations, as the documentation process generally misses some cross-connects.  In particularly 

tangled installations, even MAC work can result in collateral service disruption, as the process of 

installing / removing / shuffling a cable can detach neighboring cables. 

 

Costs which increase over time 

- Staff time for MAC work 

- Staff time for equipment repair 

- Staff time for equipment replacement 

 

Service disruption which increases over time 

- MTTR for electronics failure 

- Downtime during equipment upgrades 

- Collateral service disruption after MAC or equipment replacement 

 

Interlaced Patch Panels / Switches 
A popular solution to this problem involves interlacing RJ-45 patch panels with 1RU Ethernet 

switches and employing short Cat5/6 jumpers to link the two: 
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Figure 3:  Interlaced Patch Panels & Switches 
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resulting in an IDF which obviates the need for MAC work -- each jack has a permanent one-to-

one relationship with an Ethernet port:  out on the floor, every single jack is active to the 

network.  Replacing an Ethernet switch requires removing (48) short patch cords, unracking the 

old gear, racking the new gear, and restoring the patch cords -- a process which can typically be 

accomplished in several hours using a single technician. 

 

This approach can be further streamlined using Switch Harnesses -- pre-terminated cable 

assemblies bundling the patch cords into clumps, typically (12) cables per pack. 

 
Figure 4:  (12) Cable Switch Harness 

 

Portrayed above is a NetIG RCI Rapid Patch SwitchPack, in which the (12) cables are bonded at 

one end into a single connector (a QuickPack connector, to use NetIG's terminology).  This 

approach significantly reduces the time spent removing and restoring the Switch Harnesses, 

changing an operation which normally requires (48) separate physical hand motions (inserting or 

removing each of the (48) RJ-45 cords typically inserted into a 48-port switch or line card) into 

one which requires (4) motions (removing each of the (4) 12-cable SwitchPacks). 

  

Pros 

- Eliminates MAC work 

- Shrinks MTTR to just about as low as it can go 

- Keeps MTTR constant across the lifetime of the IDF 

 

Cons 

- Upward pressure on electronics costs:  requires purchasing an Ethernet port for every 

single jack 

- Upward pressure on space, power, and cooling costs 

- Additional cabling overhead required for chassis-based switches2 

 

                                                 
2 Line cards must be first featured out on patch panels using Switch Harnesses -- added cost -- before employing the 

interlaced approach. 
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Recap 

The Interlaced approach delivers low operational costs, perhaps the lowest of all IDF designs.  

However, in large environments, the cost of matching each jack to an Ethernet port becomes 

prohibitive.  Furthermore, in dense deployments, the IDF may not offer sufficient space, power, 

or cooling to support the volume of electronics. 

 

Insights 

Pressures 
Numerous pressures bedevil IDF management: 

- IDFs tend to be short on space, pushing installers to pack cable tightly into cable 

management trays 

- Dense cabling weighs a lot, placing mechanical stress on cable management schemes 

- Weight plus packing increases the friction of one cable against another, exacerbating the 

difficulty of MAC work, particularly cable removal. 

- Making cable removal hard increases the chance that technicians will leave defunct 

cables in place, exacerbating the weight and packing problem over time. 

- Patch cords are typically longer than necessary, as we tend to purchase them in 1' 

increments (e.g. 3' patch cords, 4' patch cords, 5' patch cords ...), leading to yet more 

weight plus packing. 

- Patch cords encourage the use of excess cabling by pushing technicians to select overly 

long cords in order to reduce the time they spend trialing shorter (more exact) lengths. 

  

These factors push us into the downward spiral which most IDFs experience. 

 

Binge / Purge 
In fact, I propose that collectively cable and network professionals engage in a binge / purge 

cycle with regard to cable management, a cycle in which we rapidly install cabling early in the 

lifetime of the facility, slow down gradually as cable tangle increases MAC and MTTR costs, 

and finally engage in a purge phase, during which we tear apart the IDF (incurring substantial 

downtime) and rebuild it:  an IDF burn-down. 

 

In other words, the average cable scheme allows us to Buy Now, Pay Later, e.g. activate a jack 

now, pay the cost of cable tangles later.  And, like everything else in life, when we buy on credit, 

we end up paying more, on account of accumulating interest.  The denser the IDF, the higher the 

interest rate that reality charges for this borrowing. 

 

Solutions 
How can we escape this cycle and keep constant our MAC and MTTR costs?  Specifically, how 

can we reduce the volume, weight, and friction incurred by our cable plant? 

 If we could build or cut each patch cord in situ, we would reduce volume and weight by 

always using a cable of precisely the correctly length, down to the inch. 
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 If we could eliminate the plastic sheath on the patch cord, we could shrink volume by 

30% and weight by 50%.3 

 Furthermore, eliminating that plastic sheath would reduce friction substantially, as bare 

cross-connect wire slides easily over its peers, whereas the plastic sheath has a high 

coefficient of friction. 

 

In other words, what if we could implement two changes to IDF cross-connect cables? 

 

(1) Cut patch cords to precisely the right length during installation 

(2) Eliminate the plastic sheath wrapping the patch cord 

 

In the remainder of this paper, I focus on a few ways to implement these improvements. 

 

Classic Telecomm Solutions 
Generically, I call the solutions I describe here punch-punch, so named because each side of a 

cross-connect cable requires a punch-down tool to install. 

 

Wall Punch 
In this approach, both station cables and Ethernet switch ports are terminated on blocks mounted 

on the walls of the IDF.  In the example portrayed here, the blocks employed are ADC Krone 

HighBand Ultim8 blocks with NetIG Quick Pak pre-terminated harnesses. 

 

Here, station cabling appears on the left-side of the block field, while Ethernet ports are featured 

out on the right-side. 

 

                                                 
3 See arithmetic in Appendix. 
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Figure 5:  Wall Punch:  Thirteen years of operation 

 

The Ethernet switches are installed in racks located in the center of the IDF -- barely visible on 

the left-hand side of the above photograph -- their ports are extended to the right-side of the 
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block field using Switch Harnesses -- bundles of Cat6 cables terminated with RJ-45 connectors 

at the Switch side and punched-down on blocks on the Wall side. 

 

Below, we focus on the Ethernet switch itself, for a view of the Switch Harnesses. 

 
Figure 6:  Chassis-based switch wrapped with pre-terminated harnesses 

 

The same scheme can be deployed for Data Centers.  Illustrated here is one half of the cable 

plant supporting a ~3500 cable facility. 
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Figure 7:  Wall Punch field servicing a Data Center:  5 years of operation 

 

Rack Punch 
Alternatively, everything can be mounted in racks located in the center of the IDF.  In the 

example portrayed here, Ortronics racks host 110 blocks and NetIG Rapid Cable Infrastructure 

SwitchPack harnesses.  This installation was designed by PowerCom, Inc., a communications 

company based in Washington State. 

 

Here we see Station Blocks mounted in racks: 
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Figure 8: Station Blocks Loaded into Racks, Front View 
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We approach the rack to examine a single panel: 

 
Figure 9:  Station Blocks Loaded into Racks, Single Panel 

 

And here drill into a close-up view not only of the blocks themselves but also of the cross-

connect wire connecting specific Station Blocks to similar Switch Blocks (the latter not in view): 
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Figure 10:  Station Blocks Loaded into Racks, Close-Up 

As an aside, the station labeling scheme employed here works as follows:  {IDF}-{Panel}-

{Position}.  In this example, the top-left-most visible block tells us that this cable is labeled as 

Position 194 in the 2nd Panel of the 4th Floor South IDF.  Somewhere out on the floor, in a 

cubicle or office or lab, will be a jack also labeled as 4S-2-194. 

 

Here we see these same blocks from the rear of the rack.  The racks are deep enough to support 

loading both sides with blocks, required in some IDFs by the count of station cables supported. 
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Figure 11: Station Blocks Loaded into Racks, Rear View 
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Within the vertical cable management columns, velcro supports pathways. 

 
Figure 12:  Routing Cross-Connects through Cable Management Columns 

Similarly, the SwitchPacks are terminated on blocks mounted in neighboring racks: 
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Figure 13:  Switch Blocks Loaded into Racks, Front View 

 

Here we approach the Switch Blocks for a closer look:  cross-connect wire from the Station 

Blocks flows from the left for termination on these Switch Blocks. 
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Figure 14:  Approach Switch Blocks 

 

And here we drill into Switch Blocks servicing (2) twelve-port SwitchPacks. 
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Figure 15:  Drill into Switch Blocks 

 

The cross-connect wire leaves the blocks to the left, where it heads over to the Station Block 

racks.  On the Switch side, each (12) port group is serviced by a single SwitchPack, which is 

itself featured out on the Switch Block side in groups of (12), as seen here:  two sets of (12) 

ports:  Ports 01-12 and Ports 25-36.  As an aside, the labeling scheme here works as follows: 

{Switch Stack}-{Switch Member}-{Port}.  Thus, the top-left-most visible label identifies Switch 

Stack 1, Member 2, Port 01.4 

 

The same blocks, seen from the rear: 

                                                 
4 The typical IDF in this installation houses (2) Switch Stacks, each composed of two to eight 1RU Ethernet 

switches.  
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Figure 16:  Switch Blocks Loaded into Racks, Rear View 

Here we see Switch Harnesses plugged into 1RU switches, where the cables start their journey 

over to the neighboring rack for termination on Switch Blocks: 
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Figure 17: 1RU Switches Wrapped with Switch Harnesses 

The Switch Harnesses used here are NetIG Rapid Cable Infrastructure SwitchPacks.  Notice how 

each 12-port grouping of switch ports are serviced by a SwitchPack in which the (12) RJ-45 

connectors are bonded together into a single connector (a QuickPack). 

 

Here we see a close-up of a SwitchPack, with the QuickPack connector on the left.  In our 

installation, the right-hand side of the SwitchPack shipped as blunt, rather than RJ-45 terminated, 

since we were punching down this end onto blocks. 

 
Figure 18:  NetIG RCI SwitchPack 
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SwitchPacks, with their QuickPack connectors, are quite the time-saver, for technicians working 

on Ethernet switches.  Why is that?  Because typically you care very much about the ordering of 

those (48) cables -- i.e. each of those (48) cables is labeled, and you want to insert cable 1 into 

switch port 1, cable 2 into switch port 2, and so on.  Performing this operation on (48) 

independent cables is tedious and error-prone, as you strain to see the cable identifier in the 

typically poor lighting of an IDF, and then manipulate that cable into the appropriate switch port.  

Compare this procedure to performing the same operation on (4) SwitchPacks:  you only have to 

keep track of correctly ordering (4) much larger and more easily manipulated connectors.  

 

Stepping back, here is what the completed scheme looks like.  Station cables terminate in the 

left-hand rack, Switch Harnesses terminate in the center-rack, and the electronics themselves are 

mounted in the right-hand rack: 
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Figure 19:  Station Blocks (left), Switch Blocks (center), and Switches (right) 
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Here we see the same scene, taken from the switch-side of the IDF, i.e. with switches mounted in 

the right-hand rack, Switch Harnesses terminated in the middle rack, and station cabling 

terminated in the left-hand rack: 

 
Figure 20:  Station Blocks (left), Switch Blocks (center), and Switches (right) 

 

Here we examine the cross-connect flow from Station Blocks (left) to Switch Blocks (right), 

pathways enhanced with velcro: 
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Figure 21:  Cross-Connect Flow from Station Blocks (left) to Switch Blocks (right) 
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Here a closer view of the same flow: 

 
Figure 22:  Cross-Connect Flow, Close-Up 

 

Here we see the same scheme applied in a Data Center:  the top two-thirds of the rack contains 

the Station Blocks while the bottom quarter contains the Switch Blocks: 
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Figure 23:  Blocks Loaded into Racks in a Data Center 
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In this Data Center, the Top-of-Cabinet Patch Panels terminate on blocks hosted in the Center-

of-Room Media Row racks portrayed above. The associated Ethernet switches extend their ports 

to these same Media Row racks via SwitchPacks which are terminated in the bottom of each 

cabinet, also visible above.  By convention, we keep cross-connect wire within a single cabinet, 

although in a pinch we could of course cross-connect between Station Blocks in one Cabinet and 

Switch Blocks in another.  These are deep racks; Data Center expansion will be accommodated 

by terminating future Top-of-Cabinet Patch Panels and Switches on the far side. 

 

Add-on Advantages 
Thus far, we've taken a narrowly-focused view of IDFs as servicing Ethernet.  Naturally, IDFs 

tend to service other applications, including a range of single-pair applications, such as analog 

voice and equipment monitoring.  Deploying a unified Cat6 cable plant with a unified bare wire 

cross-connect approach delivers a consistent technician interface to the IDF, simplifying training 

and daily operations across all applications. 

 

Objections 

Electro-Magnetic Interference 

A common objection to the use of bare cross-connect wire involves the belief that the plastic 

sheath which encases typical patch cords plays some role in protecting the Ethernet signaling 

scheme from electro-magnetic interface (EMI) induced by other Ethernet cables or by nearby 

equipment (fluorescent lights, electric motors, etc), that somehow this sheath functions as 

insulation against EMI.  In fact, plastic is transparent to EMI and provides no measureable 

protection -- the success of unshielded twisted pair cable plants lies in the engineering of the 

twists inserted into the pairs of wires, which remain unaffected in the Wall Punch and Rack 

Punch designs. 

 

That being said, the Cat6 specification recommends that the installer take care to unravel a half-

inch or less of wire when performing cross-connects.  And experienced installers in our 

environment do precisely that.  However, in our experience, using desktop computer support 

technicians as installers, this requirement can be substantially relaxed without impact on Ethernet 

performance. 

 

We deploy an Ethernet switch monitoring application which tracks physical layer errors on all 

switch ports (~10,000 at one particular site).  Across the several decades in which we have 

employed the Wall Punch design, the vast majority of ports record zero for each of the physical 

layer error counters (e.g. CRC errors, runts, giants, late collisions).  A few ports have reported < 

10 errors (across years of uptime) each -- we attribute these to occasional transient problems 

during Ethernet hardware power-on.  And a very few ports have reported significant values for 

these counters:  in each case, we have tracked down the source of the errors to bad Ethernet 

hardware (bad NIC in the end-station or bad port on the Ethernet switch).  This experience 

provides empirical support for my claim that the plastic sheath on Cat6 cable delivers no 

measureable protection against cross-talk from neighboring cables. 
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Technician Training 

A common objection to the block-based IDF revolves around technician training:  just about 

anyone can install an RJ-45 patch cord on Day 1 in a typical patch panel IDF, whereas installing 

a cross-connect in a Wall Punch or Rack Punch design requires expertise.  This is of course 

indisputable -- a naïve technician cannot deliver a cross-connect, even if handed the appropriate 

tools. 

 

However, I would argue that if we want to keep costs down long-term, installing cabling in an 

IDF requires expertise regardless of the cabling scheme employed -- unskilled staff will create 

cable tangles whether they are employing patch cords or cross-connect wire.  In my experience, 

desktop support techs can be trained, during a two-hour session, to wield punch-down tools and 

effectively route cables across walls or frames.  I typically then assign homework consisting of 

(50) jack activations and expose them to skilled cable installers across the ensuing several weeks, 

with the result being a competent cable installer whose skills improve across time. 

 

In fact, in my current environment, my manager -- a business analyst / application support person 

by vocation -- attended a two hour training and has since performed a couple dozen cross-

connects, contributing his labor during a crunch-time when we were under pressure to deliver a 

lot of jack activations rapidly. 

 

That being said, the difference between a professional cable installer and a trained amateur 

remains substantial.  A professional installer can cross-connect an 8-wire block in under a minute 

while delivering highly-scalable cable routing, whereas a junior desktop support technician may 

require ten minutes to deliver lower-quality routing.  Furthermore, trouble-shooting punch-punch 

cross-connects takes additional expertise -- flipped pairs, inch-wormed wire, and shards of 

previous cross-connects require experience to detect.  Our desktop support technicians escalate 

the more complex trouble-shooting to dedicated network techs.  As with anything, practice 

shrinks time and improves quality. 

 

More Expensive Up Front 

These schemes cost more up-front, both in terms of time & money, on account of the Switch 

Harnesses.  In the summer of 2015, for a (45) switch installation, we spent 1.7K per switch:  this 

covered the cost of (4) Switch Harnesses per 48-port Ethernet Switch, 110 Ortronics blocks, and 

the skilled labor required to install them.  Given that the Ethernet Switches themselves cost ~5K 

a piece (low-end Switches), this resulted in a ~1/3 increase in the cost of acquiring and deploying 

access-layer Ethernet gear. 

 

In addition, Switch Harnesses require lead-time -- ordering them from the manufacturer, 

receiving them, deploying them to the IDFs, routing them, terminating them on the blocks.  

Furthermore, the same cost applies every time we augment an IDF by adding another switch.   
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More Expensive During Upgrades 

Further, Switch Harnesses are engineered to meet the geometry of particular classes of switches.  

For the most part, this is not a limitation:  most switches present their ports in (4) clumps of (12) 

ports each, and thus 12-port Switch Harnesses remain useful even as we upgrade electronics to 

newer models.  However, some Ethernet electronics present their ports in other geometries, e.g. 

(3) clumps of (16) ports each.  Upgrading electronics between geometries requires replacing the 

Switch Harnesses, adding expense and time. 

 

Requires Mature Planning 

Because the punch-punch designs require substantial planning, they fit best into organizations 

equipped with a mature project management methodology.  Companies which have trouble 

thinking in terms of years, e.g. trading off costs and benefits across a multi-year cycle, would do 

well to steer clear of these approaches and instead stick to approaches which emphasize short-

term horizons.  If you work for such a company, then at least you can submit photos of your 

chaotic IDFs for publication in an industry journal, for the rest of us to behold with both horror 

and pity. 

  

Summary 
The Rack Punch solution is new to me -- as I write this, we are still moving into the building 

where these photos were taken, circa 2015.  Contact me in 2025 and ask me how this solution 

has performed! 

 

But the Wall Punch solution is not new to me -- I lived in such an environment for 15+ years -- 

the cost of MAC for jack activation and the MTTR for equipment failures remained constant 

during that time.  Automated inspection of Ethernet port error counters remained rock-solid at 

zero:  this across a population of ~10,000 active ports. 

 

Here we see a Wall Punch IDF installed in 1995; this photo take in 2015.  This IDF terminates 

~1500 station cables, of which ~270 are currently active.   Several temporary Ultim8-to-Ultim8 

patch cords are visible on the frame near the middle, along with the racked Ethernet electronics 

to the right.  Notice how even after two decades, cable management remains tractable, with 

plenty of room for growth.  At no point have we burned down this IDF, or the other 60+ IDFs on 

this campus. 
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Figure 24:  Constant MAC costs across decades 

 

What makes these classic telecomm solutions effective?  To my way of thinking, a range of 

factors each contribute to this success. 

 

Contributing factor Why 

Reduce volume and weight Discarding the plastic sheath saves 30% in volume and 50% in 

weight, reducing the real estate needed to support the cable 

plant. 

Precise cable lengths Every cable is precisely cut in situ to the appropriate length, 

decreasing volume and weight. 

Reduce friction Bare cable offers substantially less friction than does plastic 

sheathing, which makes tracing cable easier. 

Retire defunct cable Easily traced cable makes removing cross-connects easier, 

which increases the chances that techs will retire defunct cable, 

thus decreasing volume and weight. 

Require Expertise By requiring expertise in order to activate a jack -- the average 

yokel cannot wander into an IDF, pick up a punch-down tool, 

and complete a cross-connect -- these solutions require an 

experienced technician for every single operation.  Experienced 

technicians route new cable cleanly and retire defunct cable. 

Incremental cost By routing cable cleanly and retiring defunct cable during 

routine MAC, we keep a lid on cable tangle. 
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These design elements interact to deliver constant MAC and MTTR costs over decades. 

 

That being said, these punch-punch solutions cost more up front, both in terms of raw dollars and 

installation time, and as a result become more attractive as the anticipated lifetime of the facility 

stretches from years to decades.  They are probably not cost-effective for an installation with a 

lifetime of a few years or less. 

  

Stepping even further back, the advantages of these classic telecomm solutions are unsurprising -

- the telecomm business has spent a century or so wrestling with cable volumes and densities 

which dwarf the needs of the enterprise network manager.  Copying a few techniques from their 

playbook, we too can deploy scalable, supportable, long-lasting solutions. 

 

 

Appendix 

Volume 
What is the difference in volume between patch cords and bare wire?  In other words, what 

volume price do we pay for using a plastic sheath? 

 

Using calipers, I measured the diameter of a Cat6 patch cord (with sheath) and of a Cat6 bare 

wire.  I took six measurements in each case.  All measurements in millimeters. 

  

Patch Cord 

5.8, 6.3, 5.5, 5.7, 5.6, 5.9  Average = 5.8mm 

 

Bare Wire 

4.3, 3.8, 5.0, 3.7, 4.0, 3.9  Average = 4.1mm 

 

Percent Difference = ((A - B) / (A + B) / 2) * 100% 

Percent Difference = ((5.8 - 4.1) / ((5.8 + 4.1) / 2) ) * 100% = 29% =~ 30% 

 

Weight 
What is the difference in weight between patch cords and bare wire?  Using a scale accurate to 

1/10th of a gram, I weighted (2) sets of cables. 

 

10' Cables 

10' Cat6 Patch Cord weighs 129.6 grams 

10' Cat6 cross-connect wire weights 79.9 grams 

 

Percent Difference = ((A - B) / (A + B) / 2) * 100% 

Percent Difference = ((129.6 - 79.9) / ((129.6 + 79.9) / 2)) * 100% = 47% =~ 50% 
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5' Cables 

5' Cat6 Patch Cord weighs 62.8 grams. 

Assume that 5' Cat6 cross-connect wire weighs 40 grams (based on measurement above). 

 

Percent Difference = ((A - B) / (A + B) / 2) * 100% 

Percent Difference = ((62.8 - 40) / ((62.8 + 40) / 2)) * 100% = 44% =~ 45% 

 

Insight 

The discrepancy between the 10' and 5' measurements suggests to me that the weight of the 

plastic sheath gradually becomes more important as the cord grows longer. 

  

Cost 
Assume an Ethernet Switch costs 5K while the Switch Harness and associated installation costs 

1.7K. 

 

Percent change = ((new - old) / old) * 100% 

((6.7 - 5) / 5) * 100% = 34% 

 

The percent increase in cost = ~1/3. 

 

Credits 
Thank you to the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center for sharing photos of their facilities. 

Fred Hutch supports a population of 10,000 active Ethernet ports delivered on a NetIG / ADC 

Ultim8 Block Wall Punch design, first installed in 1995, most recently by Sasco. 

http://www.fredhutch.org 

http://www.netig-llc.com 

 

Thank you to the Allen Institute for sharing photos of their facilities.  The Institute supports a 

population of 1,500 active Ethernet ports delivered on a PowerCom / Ortronics 110 Block Rack 

Punch design, first installed in 2015 by PowerCom. 

http://www.alleninstitute.org  

http://www.callpowercom.com 

 

Thank you to Brian Youngstrom for providing the high-quality photos. 

http://www.fredhutch.org/
http://www.netig-llc.com/
http://www.alleninstitute.org/
http://www.callpowercom.com/

